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Language and terminology
Language is a big part of an application and the correct usage of it goes a long way in ensuring a high usability index and in turn
end user satisfaction. While designing applications careful thought needs to be given to the kind of language/words/tone etc
needs to be given due consideration. If the budget of the project allows for hiring a full time technical writer that would be the best
thing to do as s/he would bring in expertise in this area. It would be the job of the technical writer to validate all the text/content
being diplayed to the user as part of the application whether on the view, command options, information dialog etc, through the
online/offline/context sensitive help. The technical writer needs to understand the target user’s language to be able to word the
content and information in a way which makes sense to them.
Some key points to consider while designing the language usage aspect of the application :* Think of language from localization point of view.
The user should have the opportunity to use the application on her/his native language. This is important because sometimes the
target audience might not be familiar with the default language you might be using for development i.e. English. For instance in
countries like China, Russia etc it would make lot of sense to actually localize the content so that it can be displayed in Chinese,
Russian respectively. In these cases we end up forcing the user to learn English to understand the information/content being
displayed without which they might find it difficult to use the application. This could severly limit the reach of the application,
something which the marketing team would be very vary of.
Localization and internationalization can be achieved successfully only after a detailed study of the culture and linguistic patterns
of the target audience. For more details on language localization, see Language Localization
Comparision of localization v/s no localization after language change
'Change of language from English to Nederlands Current language

No localization

Localization handled

Localization resources for :-

Symbian C++
How to define localization messages
http://developer.nokia.com/community/wiki/Language_and_terminology
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Symbian C++ Localization Articles

Java ME
Java Localization Articles

Python
Localization Example for PySymbian
* Use language and terms that the user knows and expects to be used
* Avoid using cryptic language full of technical jargons
There are a lot of established terms in the world of handsets. Although change is good, some things are better left untouched. The
user is more likely to be frustrated than pleased if s/he can’t find a feature by s/he is looking for by the term s/he is used to.
Surprise is an absolute no-no when designing the usability of the application and this applies even to the usage of language. The
average user is more often then not conversant with the day to day mobile terms and those should be used instead of inventing
your own terminologies which might only succeed in confusing the user.
Example of wrong terminology used

Example of correct terminology used

In addition you have to avoid technical terms, with which you might be very comfortable but the end user might not fathom what
those really mean or connote.
Cryptic language used

Technical language used

Easy to understand language used

Keep the terminology consistent throughout the application. For instance you can’t say exit here and out there and mean the same
thing. It confuses the user and stresses her/his memory.
Example of wrong command options

http://developer.nokia.com/community/wiki/Language_and_terminology

Example of right command options
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By using terms that are familiar to the user you can support her/his learning process. It’s easier to learn how to use an application
if the terminology relates to the users’ tasks and goals and stays consistent. Also, consistent terminology makes using of the
application more effective. User’s memory is not loaded with unknown terms and things that need to be remembered. Being able
to concentrate on doing things instead of trying to figure out where to find things increases the level of satisfaction.
* Avoid using racial/ethnic/religious/sexual/violent connotations in the language
It is an absolute no-no to use language which might have a racial/ethnic/sexual/religious bent to it. You don’t want to offend the
sensibilities of the user in any ways what so ever. It is always advisable to keep the language formal and simple, so that there is
no ambiguity and the reader is not able to derive his own conclusions from them. The wordings and tone should be neutral and
congenial so to speak.
* Treat the user with respect
Always use wordings and tone which is respectful of the user. Using derogatory or harsh tone/wordings is a no go as far as the
language of the application is concerned. Treat the user with respect and use soft meaning words and tone rather than an ove the
board kind of usage. Provide the user with help and helpful content where ever possible so that they can make best use of the
features of the application.
Wrong language used

Rude language used

Cordial language used

Helpful language used

http://developer.nokia.com/community/wiki/Language_and_terminology
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Usage of the correct language would certainly go a long way in ensuring that not only does the user understand the intent/content
but is also satisfied with the overall information being displayed. The language usage tips should be applied to all the artefacts
that are exposed to the customer, be it the command options, text on the view/dialog/error boxes etc, the help manual etc.
---- Edited by Mayank on 17/06/2009 ----

Related Links
How to provide Multi-language support
How to determine application language at run time
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